Age-specific morphofunctional changes in cambial cells and their derivatives in human skin.
The count of cambial cells decreases with age in the total morphofunctional zone of the skin. However, their number determines the stretching of the daughter cells, which, in turn, activates the Src domain of protein SH2. Twelve cambial cells is the optimal quantity, at which the SH2 domain (responsible later for full-value stretching and looping of chromosomes near telomeres in the region of epithelial cells formation) is sufficiently active, which is characteristic of the age of 20-40 and 41-59 years. If the number of cambial cells is less than 12, stretching of the nuclei and expression of SH2 domain reduce, this leading to looping of lesser sites of chromosomes, modulating the transcription; the expression of Src and RhoA proteins is imbalanced, which leads to reduction of cell proliferation, modification of the direction of the cell's basic axis, and to hyperdesquamation. This is characteristic of the age of over 60 years. After 75 years of age the number of cambial cells in both subunits of the epidermal basal layer decreased to 7 and is close to the threshold level (6 cells), when interactions between fields of the two subunits are weak or zero. Therefore, despite the involvement of both subunits (14 cells), cell stretching and expression of the Src protein SH2 domain in them drop sharply, while activity of RhoA protein increased, which leads to looping of chromosomes closer to the centromeres, that is, to active development of fibroblasts, which is characteristic of subjects over 75 years of age.